
INTRODUCING KIDDOS

Kiddos’ fresh approach to lunch service will change the way you 

think and feel about school lunches. Schools choose us because we 

understand children's differences and offer choice, flexibility, and 

tasty food kids love!

FRESH AND DELICIOUS

Kiddos meals are prepared by our carefully selected restaurant 

partners who use fresh whole ingredients and cook the lunches to 

order daily. Fresh, consistent, and familiar meals transform lunchtime 

into an event kids get excited about.

WHAT'S INCLUDED?

Lunches include an entrée and one or two sides, depending on the 

restaurant offered that day. See your school menu for daily offering 

details.

SAMPLE RESTAURANT ROTATION
WEEK # MON              TUES                                      WEDS                      THURS                               FRI

   1            Potbelly California Pizza Kitchen     Grill Restaurant Panda Express           California Pizza Kitchen

   2            Panera California Pizza Kitchen     Grill Restaurant Café Rio                      California Pizza Kitchen

   3            Potbelly California Pizza Kitchen     Raising Canes         Panda Express           California Pizza Kitchen

   4            Panera California Pizza Kitchen     Grill Restaurant Café Rio                       California Pizza Kitchen

 

*As new restaurants become available rotations will be adjusted 

For all your yummy in 
 

the tummy needs

 

We look forward to serving your child lunch!
 

If you would like to learn more about Kiddos, visit us at www.ilovekiddos.com 

http://www.kiddoscatering.com/
http://www.kiddoscatering.com/


 
 
 

Allergy Information 
 
 
 
The restaurants are not peanut free, tree nut free, dairy free, egg free, gluten free or 
free of other allergens. While the restaurants take great care to prevent cross 
contamination, cross contamination can occur therefore, we cannot guarantee any 
of the food items are safe for children with allergies, including items marked gluten 
free. The packaged sides that accompany the entrees may be processed in plants 
that process peanuts, tree nuts, dairy, egg, gluten or other allergens and therefore, 
may contain them. Entrees marked gluten free do not include gluten free sides. 
Please contact the restaurants directly to answer any allergy questions you may 
have, understanding, they cannot guarantee the food is safe for children with 
allergies and they cannot customize the preparation of your child's meals. 


